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Using a method analogous to that given in [l], we establish elementary analytic- 
al equalities giving rise to some useful applications; among them a method for 
the numerical integration of some partial differential equations. 
1 
Let D be the rectangle [al , a,] x [b, , b2], and 
xg = a, + ih, yi = bl + jk, 
ft = (a2 - mS1 + 11, k = (bz - WC% + 1). 
Each point (x*, y*) E Q divides Q into four subdomains (rectangles): 
Q*l = {(x, y) E 52; x < x*, y < y*>, i-2*2 = {(x, y) E Qn; x > x*, y < y*>, 
!2*3 = ((x, y) E 9; x > x*, y > y*>, J2*4 = {(x, y) E a; x < x*, y > y*>. 
We shall denote also by QTj (cx = 1,2, 3,4) the four rectangles analogous to 
the above ones, obtained by dividing A2 by means of the point (xi , yj). 
Finally, let 
-4 = (~1, W, 4 = (a, , W, 4 = (a, , b,), -44 = (a, , b,), 
x,i = x,i = (xi , b,), x,i = X4i = (xi , b,), 
y,i = y4i = (4 3 Vi>, yzi = y3j = (4 , Vi>, xij = (Xi 2 YJ, 
fci(x, Y> = fGi - 4 WYj - Y>, 6, Y> E QS 3 
mx, Y> = --He - Xi) WYi - Y>, 6, Y) E Gi 3 
G(x, Y) = ff(x - Xi)(Y - VA (X, Y> E Rj 7 
Gi(x, Y) = -wx, - 4 WY - Vi), (x, Y) E % 3 
H being the usual Heaviside function, and y E %“+s(Q). 
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Then, using integration by parts, we have: 
(a) forr >p,s >q: 
JJ qj 
(Xi - 4” (Yi - Y)” H”,(x y) a’+Qp dx dy 
P! q ! t3 ’ &&Jls 
(1) 
(b) for r = p, s = q, 
fl 49 
62 - x)p (yi - YY HT,(x y) ap+qp) 
P! q! 23 3 axpayq dxdY 
zi (y. - b&?-b an-b-$ 
--El1 (q-b)! ayp--b--l (xv bd dx + j-jot dx, Y) dx dy. 
,i 
(2) 
2 
Consider now the polynomials 
Pfj(Xi - Xy yf - y) = p&, y) = f f & (x( ;, x)” (J+ ; v)” , 
p=o q=o 
and the functions 
@kL(x, Y) = c P,j(X, y) fgj(x, y) + (x* ; xY (y*p; y)“. (3) 
(z+tlj)a2 
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Supposing r > m, s > n, we have: 
k Y) dx dr 
ar+s--a-b-2v 
a-y-a-1 ays-b-i 
aa+w.(x, y) - 5 [ axCays ar+s--a--n-2v 
a=0 
axT-a-i ays-n-i cx3 4 rmi 
am+bp..(~, y) 
- f [ axn13ayb 
b=O 
ar+s--P--P--2F(x, y) 
1 axr-p-l +-g--l xij ’ 
and further 
(4 
(x, Y> dx dy = C f(i, j; r, s; y) 
cx* ; x)” (Y* - # &a(x y) a7+sdxY Y) dx dy. 
p! ’ axr ays 
(5) 
3. CUBATURE FORMULA 
Taking in (5) 
x* =a 2, y* = b, , X = r, p = s, m < r, n < s, 
we obtain 
where 
r-1 8-1 (a, - al)r-a (b, _ b,)s-b ar+s-a-b-2q 
(s - b)! &.-a-l ays-b-l 
(al , b ) 
1 
- y s b2 (at :aliFa ar-a-19, 
a=0 h 
r a . 7 (al 3Y> dy 
- “c’ j- 
‘2 (b, - b,)s-b as--b-$ 
b=O 01 
cs _ b)! ays--b--l (X> b3 dx. (7) 
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Denote now 
(8) 
We shall prove that we can choose the coefficients u& so that W(y) is, in 
absolute value, sufficiently small; then 
can be considered as an approximate cubature formula for functions q(x, y) 
on LR, with the remainder given by (8). The following theorem justifies it: 
THEOREM. If I 8+sq/3~‘+8 / < A4 in Q, then we can choose @, i.e., 
the coeficients azC , so that 
t = min(m + 1, it + 1). 
Proof. Denoting 
Iij = [ul + (i - 1) h, a, + ih] x [b, + (j - 1) k, b, + jkl, 
we have 
I w(v)1 d ~4 C 
(z+vj)a2 
ss,, I @:,stx, VII dx dk 
Notice that in Iij we have 
52$,(x, y) =c c Puu(x, Y) fctx, Y) + (a2 ,? x)’ (b2 ; yY KS, Y>. 
u>i v>j 
Put now 
Qij(x, Y) = c c Pwtx, Y> f&(x, Y). 
7.~3 u>j 
It is obvious that, in Iid , Qii is a polynomial of degree m in x and n in y, 
and that, given the Pii , the Qii can immediately be calculated. Conversely, 
if the Qij are given, one can easily calculate recursively the Pij ; namely we 
have: 
P % s2 zzz Q SlS2 ’ 
i-1 
pSl-i.S2 = Qs,-i.s, - zTo f’s,-z.s, 3 
i-li-1 
f's,-is,-i = Qs,-is-i - c c J's,-z.s,-t 
z=o t=o 
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Choose now the Qij so that the function @7(x, y) and all its derivatives up 
to the mth in x and the nth in y are zero at a point (6, 7) E Zii . It follows 
then that for (x, y) E Zij , 
I %(x, y)I = O((h2 + kY), a = min(m + 1, 12 + 1). 
It follows that 
and 
fs [ cg,(x, y)l dx dy = O((k2 + k2)*(a+2)), IO 
9qqJ) = O((h2 + k2)q (10) 
is the global error for the formula (9). But if in the calculation of F(q) 
there is an error of order O((Zz2 + k2)ib), then obviously the global error will 
be of order min(a, b). 
4. INTERPOLATION AND NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION FORMULAS 
We return now to (5), and take r > X 2 m, s > TV 2 II. Take also instead 
of IR, one of the domains J2*~. We obtain: 
!I @x% Y>g$ dx dy RIDL 
ar+s-ku-2 
= C 
(x(.Yj)ER*= 
#%A 6 s; d + %dd + ax+.-A-l ay8w~-l (x*, y*), 
where 
~m,A,,(y) = j. !. [ ‘;*x 1 :;a (7; 1zi-b ar+s--a-b-29, ] axe-a-1 ays-b-i A,* 
_ $ [ (~;.-;;a ar+s-a-u-2y 1 
a=0 . ax--1 ays-u--l v,,j 
ar+s--I-b-2YJ ] 
ax+&1 @,-b-l xai * (11) 
As before, we can choose the polynomial Pi* , i.e., the coefficients azq , 
so that 
II nap bbcx, Y> & (x, y)! = O((h2 + k2) &“), a = min(m + 1, n + 1) 
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and obtain the approximate equality 
a7+s-k+--2 
v axr+n-i ays-u-i (x*3 v*> = - c #% j; r, s; Fl + ~&AT). (12) kC+?/jM2*= 
If r = X + 1, s = p + 1, we obviously obtain an interpolation formula, 
while for Y > X + 1, s > p + 1, this is a numerical differentiation formula. 
This formula can be written in another form: 
from which we obtain 
5. APPLICATION TO THE NUMEFUCAL INTEGRATION OF A CLASS OF PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the equation 
where a,, are functions in V(Q), such that 
a,, = 1, amBi = aj, = 0, i Cm, j -=C II, 
and the associated polynomials 
Pij(X, y) = f f cz,,(X~ ) yJ (xi ;, xP (yi ; y)q 
p=o cl=0 
= $o;04q: 4! 
(Xi -j-,x)” (Vi - Y)” . 
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With this notation, we obtain from (l), where we take r = m + 1, 
s=n+1: 
dx dy 
a&p.. @in-a-b 
v - 23 1 1 axa ayb axm-a yn-b xii + (~FJ)(Xf 9 Yd 
(15) 
the functional Yiii being defined by (15). 
On the other hand we have, for x* = x~,+~ , y* = yN2+1 : 
N1+l 7 YN2+d + %u(y), 
where 
If we consider the function: 
+( X Nl+l - x>A h,+l - d" 
A! P! 
ff*(x, Y), (16) 
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the C$ being constants to be determined, we have 
ss 4Jl+l,N2+l dx dy 
= c &~4<Xi 3 YJ + g& (xNl+l > YN,+l> + Ad91)P (17) 
i@l 
KN2 
where: 
The functionals SAP and 9& involve only values of y and its derivatives 
up to the (m + n)th order, taken only on the sides x = a, and y = b, 
of Q, and at points (xi , yj) E Q, with i < A$ , j < N2 . 
Taking into account (14), we obtain from (17): 
aA+Gp, 
ax* ayu (xNl+l > YN2+1) = 11 ~lV1+l,NZ+l 
dx dy 
We will prove now that we can choose the coefficients c$ so that 
dx dy = O((h2 + k2)l12). (19) 
With that choice, the equalities (A = 0, l,..., m - 1, p = 0, I,..., II - 1) 
will give approximate numerical values of the derivatives of CJI in 
(xN,+l 3 yN,+l ). The following theorem states the situation more precisely; 
for the sake of simplicity, we take h = k. 
THEOREM. If 
(a) F E %?m+n+2(J2), 
(b) the coeflcients a,,([, 7) E g(Q), 
(c) the constants a$’ are chosen so that 
Ydx, , Yj> = 0, 
(d) MW < 1, 
(21) 
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where M is the least upper bound of all the derivatives of Pij in Q, and 
w = Vl + v,, v = WW2 1 /\cL’ V, =2max ( 
N,h N,k h,-, 
P > (22) 
then 
[ti + y: - i”l [(j + ‘1; -?I hA+@, 
P. 
(23) 
K being a constant satisfying 
K > l/(1 - MW). (23’) 
Proof. Taking in (21) i = NI + 1, or j = Nz + 1, we obtain: 
and,fori=N,,j=N,, 
aAu 
NINz = -hA+u/X! CL! , 
which is in accordance with (23). Using induction suppose now that (23) 
is satisfied for i < s, j < t; we will prove that (23) is true also for i = s, 
j = t. To this end, consider: 
yA,(xN1-s , yNzet) = ~~~~~~~~~ + 1 o~-~'~'-~~N,-~.N,-~(~N~-s 3 YN~-~) 
i<s 
i<t 
+( 
x‘v1+1 - XNl--s)* (YN%+l - YdLI = 0 
A! p! ’ 
which can also be written as 
Nl--i. N,-j - c DAu 
i(S 
= zs u~~i~Nz-i[pN1-i. N,-j(xN1-+- , yN2-t) - 11 
, 
j<t gt 
+ (’ + ‘)* ct + ‘jw h,,+u 
A! p! 
It is easy to see that 
(24) 
;=2+&g1+ i$ - = ’ jgt j=t i<S-1 j<t jGt-1 i<t-1 
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and, by means of analogs of (24), one gets: 
c 
N1-i, N2-i _ 
*au -- c OaiJ N1-i’N2-‘[P~l-i,~2-j(X~1--s-l , y,+t) - iq-1 
3<t 
iss-1 
3<t 
c 
N1--i. N2-j 
uau =--- c *au N1-i’N2-i[P~,-i,~2-j(XNl-~ , yN2-t-J - 
i<s i<s 
j<t-1 jGt-1 
_ (s + 1)” t” hA+u 
X!p! ’ 
c 
N1-i. N,-j 
oau 
zz- 
c ~~-i’N2-‘[~N1-i,N2-j(xNl-s-l 3 YN2-t-l) 
i<s--l i<S-1 
jgt-1 i<t-1 
au 
-__- 
x”! lp! ha+u* 
It follows that 
+ 1 o~-s,N2-j “‘NE--“)* h 
iq-1 
! 
+ 1 az-i,N2-t aPN;;Ns-t )* h 
i<S-1 
( 
+ KS + 1)” - .+lKt + lP - t”l /y+@ ---- 
A! p! 
11 
11 
- 11 
(the asterisk means that the partial derivative is taken at a suitable point 
of Q). Majorizing the u’s on the right-hand side of the above equality by 
means of (23), we obtain: 
, /-SA--t 1 < [(s + 1)” - s”][(t + 1P - 4 p+P 
A! p! 
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~ [(s + 1)” - sAl[(t + 1)” - 4 hl\f” 
A! p! 
+ MKhAtu 
[ 
$5 h2 
+ [(s + l)A - SA] tu h + sA[(t + 1)” - P] -- 
X! p! A! p! hl. 
Taking into account (22), we get: 
Au 
A:;! 
hA+u+2 ,< V2 
sh-lp-1 
--- 
(A - l)! (/L - l)! hA+U 
~ v2 [(s + l>” - d[tt + ‘I11 - t”l h,,fu 
A! p! 9 
sA[(t + 1)11 - P] [(s + l)A ----_ 
A! I”! 
hAtu+l < V, ___ - d[@ + ‘1” - t”l hAfll 
A! p! , 
and analogous inequalities. With this, the conclusion (23) follows. 
6 
We can finally prove the following 
THEOREM. If 
(a) the coefJicients a,,(x, y) are continuous in the domain fin; 
(b) forallu~m+l,v~n+l: 
autvp& Y> < M; 
axu ap 
and 
(c) QI is a solution of (14), having all its partial derivatives up to the 
mth in x and the nth in y bounded, then the error (19) in the computation of 
u and its partial derivatives up to the (m - 1)th in x and the (n - 1)th in y is 
00% 
Proof. Obviously, since 
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also, since Y&x,+ , yN,-J = 0, taking into account hypothesis (b) and 
the estimate (23), we have 
syt - 1)” 
A! (p - l)! 
hA+u 
$$ z;8 [[(i + 1)” - i”l[(j + 1)” -PI hh+u+l. 
kg 
But 
( 
.&lpi 
(A - l)! p! + A! ;Y)! 1 hA+u = O(h) 
and 
& z8 Ki + 1)” - Wj + 1)” - j@l hA+u+l 
j(t 
< c 6 + l>^ 0 + 1)” 
X! p! hA+u+l = O(h), isgs 
kg 
so that the conclusion of the theorem follows immediately. 
Remarks. (1) It is obvious that by this method the values of y can be 
calculated at all points of Q, provided that y and its partial derivatives are 
known on the sides x = a, and y = b, . 
(2) The method of numerical integration given in the last sections 
can be useful when one has to integrate a large number of equations (14) 
with the same left-hand side, because the coefficients a,,, do not depend on 
the right-hand side of (14). A computer will have to compute these coefficients 
just once for all of the equations. 
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